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Abstract- Reversible logic computing is emerging technology which has potential applications in low power VLSI and quantum computing. 
In the current work a new 3X3 reversible gate logic gate is proposed and will be referred to as ‘P’ gate. A full adder operat ion is realised 
using two proposed reversible ‘P’ gates in combination with a 3X3 Fredkin gate. Additionally, a BCD adder is realised using combinations of 
‘P’ gates and 3X3 URG gates. It is observed that the proposed reversible ‘P’ gate while implementing adders in terms of number of gates, 

garbage outputs and delay, perform better than many existing gates which are recently proposed.  
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Introduction 

As the computer industry is keeping pace with Moore’s law, energy 
consumption has become the centre of attention in digital circuit 
design after performance. Bennett and Landauer showed that com-
putational power is dissipated when information is lost. The loss of 
information occurs when input vector elements cannot be retrieved 
from output vector elements. Any irreversible logic is accompanied 
with information loss causing power dissipation of k.T.ln (2) joules 
of heat energy per unit bit information loss, where k is Boltzmann 
constant and T is the absolute temperature [4]. As the amount of 
energy dissipated in a system has a direct relationship with the 
number of bits erased during computation. Bennett showed that 
implementing reversible logic circuits prevents loss of information 
and thus no power is dissipated. Reversible logic can be applied to 
a system only when the system comprises of reversible logic gates. 
These reversible gates can generate unique output pattern from 
each input pattern, and vice versa, that is, there is a one-to-one 
mapping between input and output vectors. Thus, reversible logic 
is likely to be in demand in high power and high speed circuits 
promising its application in low power VLSI circuits and quantum 
computing. The most prominent application of reversible logic lies 
in quantum computers as they must be built from reversible logic 
components. But, testing can be one of the major difficulties, as the 

levels of logic are higher than existing logic in irreversible circuits. 

The main aim of reversible logic design is to reduce the number of 
gates and garbage outputs while realising a logic circuit. The pre-
sent work focuses on proposal of a new 3X3 reversible logic gate 

referred to as ‘P’-gate, which is used to design efficient adder cir-
cuits. Two of the proposed gates can realize a full adder with a 
bare minimum of two garbage outputs. A design of four bit carry 
look-ahead adder using the proposed gate alone has been realized 
additionally. The proposed gate is combined with a 3X3 reversible 
Fredkin gate to realize operations of an Arithmetic logic unit. Addi-
tionally BCD Adder is realized using combination of proposed ‘P’ 
gate and 3X3 URG gate. The implementation of proposed ‘P’ gate 
in BCD adder circuits proved to possess lesser garbage o/p and 
requiring minimum reversible gates for its realization than recently 
proposed testable BCD adder circuits [3]. The following section I 
provides insight into proposed ‘P’ gate and its application in design-
ing adders, while section III and IV provides its transistor and quan-
tum characteristics respectively. The simulation results are dis-

cussed in section V. 

Proposed Gate and Design of Adders and ALU 

The present work proposes a 3X3 reversible ‘P’- gate suitable for 
online testability in reversible logic circuits. The ‘P’-gate’s input and 
output vectors are indicated in [Fig-1]. The truth table for proposed 
gate ‘P’ is tabulated in [Table-1] for all possible input (A,B,C) com-
binations with its corresponding outputs (X,Y,Z) defined 

X=Ā.B+B.C+C.Ā,  and . With various 
combinations of static and variable inputs for ‘P’-gates, all Boolean 
functions can be realised as depicted in [Fig-2]. The combination 
proposed gates and/or existing gates can realise reversible adder 

circuits efficiently.  
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Fig. 1- Proposed reversible logic gate  

Table 1- Truth Table of Proposed ‘P’ gate 

Fig. 2- Boolean function realization using proposed gate 

Full Adder 

A one bit full adder circuit with ‘A’ and ‘B’ as input variables can be 
realised using combination of two proposed ‘P’ gates as shown in 
[Fig-3]. The full adder realised contains two garbage outputs and 

one static input. 

Fig. 3- Full adder 

One Bit ALU 

A one bit Arithmetic and Logical unit (ALU) with ‘A’ and ‘B’ as in-
puts can be realised using two proposed ‘P’-gates and one 3X3 
Fredkin gate as shown in [Fig-4]. This circuit can perform all basic 
logical and arithmetic addition/subtraction operations using ‘C’ and 

‘D’ as control inputs. The combinations of ‘C’ and ‘D’ bits and its 
corresponding operations are tabulated in [Table-2]. 

Fig. 4- One bit ALU 

Table 2- ALU Operations  

Carry Look Ahead Adder 

A 4-bit carry look-ahead adder (CLA) has been realized using the 
12 proposed ‘P’-gates with input vectors [A0,A1,A2,A3] and 
[B0,B1,B2,B3] as depicted in [Fig-5]. It can be observed that mini-
mum number of constant input lines, garbage outputs and gates 
are used to realise carry look-ahead adder (CLA) whose details are 
tabulated in [Table-3]. 

Fig. 5- Proposed CLA design using ‘P’gates 
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A B C X Y Z 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 0 1 

0 1 0 1 1 0 

0 1 1 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 0 0 

C D Output 

Arithmetic Operations 
0 0  A+B Addition 
0 1  A-B Subtraction 

Logical Operations  
C D SUM CARRY 
0 0 

 XOR operation  AND operation 
1 0 

 XNOR operation OR operation 
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Table 3- Characteristics of CLA using ‘P’ gates. 

BCD Adder 

A two input BCD adder has been designed using the combination 
of proposed ‘P’ gates and 3X3 URG gates, where the number of 
gates and garbage outputs is considerably lower than the existing 
reversible BCD Adder circuits [3]. The proposed design of BCD 
adder is depicted in [Fig-6]. Compared to the existing BCD design, 
the proposed design has lesser garbage outputs and gates as 
tabulated in [Table-4] which contribute to lesser power dissipation. 

Fig. 6- Proposed BCD Adder design 

Table 4- Comparison table for BCD Adder 

The impact of implementing ‘P’-gate based BCD design on larger 

scale can contribute to significant reduction in power losses. 

Transistor Characteristics of Proposed Gate 

Every digital circuit can be deduced to its analog form with the use 
of transistors and passive components. As the hardware realization 
of reversible gates was not feasible, the transistor level of pro-
posed reversible ‘P’ gate was synthesised to record its transient 
response from simulation. For transistor and gate level analysis, 
Cadence Virtuoso and ModelSim simulation tools are used respec-
tively. The logical gates used in present work are synthesized as 
metal oxide semiconductor transistors (MOS Transistors) in the 
form of a CMOS [1] network using cadence virtuoso simulation tool. 
The synthesized gates were converted to suitable unit blocks. 
These unit blocks and passive components were used to construct 
complex adder circuits for transient simulation and analysis. The 
unit blocks were created for 3X3 ‘P’ gate, 3X3 Fredkin gate and 
3X3 URG gate. The detail construction of transistor level realization 

of 3X3 ‘P’ gate block is indicated in [Fig-7].  

The transient response of ‘P’ gate was simulated in cadence Virtu-
oso simulator. In reference to [Fig-1] the input ‘C’ was a random 
square wave signal at 1.8V amplitude, while inputs ‘A’ and ‘B’ were 
forced periodic square wave signal of amplitude 1.8V with 20ns 
and 40ns as time period respectively. The outputs Y and Z are 

plotted in the [Fig-8]. 

Fig. 7- Transistor realization of the proposed ‘P’ gate in cadence 

virtuoso. 

Quantum Characteristics 

A reversible logic circuit has enormous potential in application of 
quantum circuits [2]. A quantum circuit uses qubits instead of con-
ventional bits for computation. In contrast to Boolean logic where 
two possible states exists (0 or 1), the qubits are characterised by 
additional states other than 1 or 0. These additional states are 
obtained from superposition of 1 and 0. The salient difference be-
tween quantum and classical computers differ in three quantum 
properties namely; superposition, entanglement and interference 
that would make a quantum computer less than a machine than a 
force of nature. In order to construct and evaluate quantum circuit, 
Revkit tool [5] is implemented. Once the truth table [Table-5] for the 
proposed gate is entered in the Revkit tool, the quantum circuit of 
the corresponding truth table is constructed as shown [Fig-9] and 
its decomposition circuit is shown in [Fig-10]. 

Fig. 8- Transient response of ‘P’ gate 

Fig. 9- Quantum circuit of proposed ‘P’ gate 
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Circuit No. of gates No. of garbage o/p No. of constant i/p 

CLA 12 16 12 

Circuit No. of gates No. of garbage outputs 

Existing BCD Adder 23 22 

Proposed circuit 22 20 
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The quantum circuit characteristics of are obtained by using built in 
function in Revkit tool. The salient characteristics include transistor 
cost, gate cost, line count and quantum cost. Where Gate count 
denotes the number of gates the circuit consists, Quantum Cost 
denotes the effort needed to transform a reversible circuit into 
quantum circuit and Transistor cost denotes the effort needed to 
realize a CMOS circuit from reversible circuit. The quantum circuit 

characteristics for proposed ‘P’ gate are: 

 Transistor cost: 56 

 Gate count: 5 

 Line count:3 

 Quantum cost:13 

Table 5- Partial truth table entered in Revkit tool for ‘P’ gate 

The decomposition circuit is as obtained in Revkit tool for proposed 
‘P’ gate is shown in [Fig-10]. 

Fig. 10- Decomposition circuit of proposed gate 

The characteristics of decomposition circuit for proposed ‘P’ gate 

are: 

 Transistor cost: 104 

 Gate count: 13 

 Line count:3 

 Quantum cost:13 

The circuit specifications are obtained in the GUI from the python 

code that is generated in Revkit. 

Additional Results 

The circuit simulations have been performed using Modelsim tool 
by developing codes for specific circuits. The waveforms for full 

adder, CLA and ‘P’ gate are plotted in [Fig-11] [Fig-12] [Fig-13]. 

 Fig. 11- Simulation for Full adder and ALU 

 Fig. 12- Simulation for carry look ahead adder 

Fig. 13- Transient analysis for the ‘P’ gate 

Conclusion and Future Work 

Reversible circuits exploit the concept that relates information loss 
to energy loss providing a possibility for effortless computation. 
Currently, energy losses due to irreversibility are dwarfed by the 
overall power dissipation, but this may change if power dissipation 
improves. In particular, reversibility is salient in nanotechnologies 
where switching devices with gain are difficult to fabricate. Devel-
opments in reversible circuits are in progress and presently it is a 
vital topic of research. The proposed gate is one such development 
in order to realize efficient implementation of reversible circuits. 
The current work provides an insight into the possible efficient ap-
plication of proposed gate in adder circuits such as Carry Look 
Ahead Adders and BCD Adder designs in terms of number of re-
versible gates, garbage outputs and quantum cost. The present 
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0 0 1 1 0 1 

0 1 0 1 1 0 

0 1 1 1 1 1 

1 0 0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 0 0 
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work underscores the importance of implementation of reversible 
gate for a particular function which can result in optimized circuits 
by the reductions in number of reversible gates, garbage outputs 
and quantum cost. The proposed gate can be considered an im-
portant contribution to the reversible logic community along with 

the design of efficient digital circuits. 
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